DECEMBER 5, 2020
Lindsay Wildlife Virtual Wine, Art, and Travel Auction Sponsor Opportunities

**EAGLE**  $10,000

- Named as: Lindsay Wildlife Virtual Wine, Art, and Travel Auction Presented by X Corporation
- Major Online Banner
- Corporate rep two-minute video speech during auction
- Corporate rep photo op with animal ambassador (when SIP ends)
- Logo and/or name recognition on event promotional materials
- Prominent verbal and onscreen mention throughout the auction
- All benefits below that do not conflict with lower levels

**CONDOR**  $5,000

- Named as: Condor Sponsor: Lindsay Wildlife Virtual Wine, Art, and Travel Auction
- Logo and/or name recognition on event promotional materials
- Prominent verbal and onscreen mention during the auction
- All benefits below that do not conflict with lower levels

**HAWK**  $2,500

- Named as: X Business presents this auction item for your bidding pleasure
- Name shown on screen for the item and verbal mention
- Full-page, color ad in digital program book and on screen during auction
- All benefits below that do not conflict with lower levels

**OWL**  $1,250

- Full-page, color ad in digital program book
- Website listing with logo as sponsor
- All benefits below that do not conflict with lower levels

**KESTREL**  $500

- Full-page, color ad in digital program book
- Website listing with logo as sponsor

Lindsay Wildlife Experience is a 65-year-old nonprofit located in Walnut Creek, CA. Our mission is to connect people with wildlife to inspire responsibility and respect for the world we share. We accomplish this by saving animals’ lives with the goal of returning hospital patients to the wild, and by providing guests with special, up-close encounters with our animal ambassadors. We treat over 6,000 animals per year and serve over 100,000 adults, children, and seniors. Please get involved in our mission and show your company’s love for animals and people.